2019-2020 SCHOOL DRESS CODE

SOLID COLORED TOPS
- JFKMS sponsored T-shirts
- Any solid colored polo style collared shirts EXCEPT the following colors:
  a. NO RED
  b. NO BLACK
- NO multicolored, stripes or patterns

SOLID COLORED BOTTOMS (black, khaki and navy blue).
- Pants
- Knee-length shorts
- Capris or cargos
- Uniform Style Joggers (NO sweat pants or jersey style material)
- All bottoms are to be worn at the natural waistline with a belt
- NO sweat pants or jersey style material
- NO multicolored, stripes or patterns

SHOES
- Closed toe shoes such as sneakers or flats
- Laced shoes MUST be tied
- NO open-toed shoes, backless/strapless shoes, bedroom slippers, flip flops or slides

OUTERWARE
- NO blankets
- Student IDs are to be worn around the neck each day
- Sweaters, cardigans, or jackets must zip or button from top to bottom in the front.
- Clear or mesh backpacks ONLY

CLOTHING NOT PERMISSIBLE AT JFKMS
- Jeans/denim, jeggings, tights/leggings and skirts/skorts
- Hats, bandanas, hoods, head wraps or sunglasses may be worn
- Clothing with holes, rips or see-through

P.E. Uniforms
P.E. Uniforms (T-shirts & shorts)...........$20.00
P.E. Locks............................................. $5.00
JFKMS sponsored T-shirts................. $12.00

P.E. Uniforms are MANDATORY for Students enrolled in the class and may only be worn during that time.

Challenging Every Student, Every Period, Everyday!